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SUMMARY 
'The European Union is not a hitch in history … We are not a hitch in history.'1 

Those were the words of the late David Maria Sassoli during his acceptance speech in July 2019 after 
being elected as president of the European Parliament. He was the seventh Italian to hold that office, 
and the second since the first direct elections to the Parliament in 1979. During his early life, Sassoli 
was an active member of numerous associations including the Scouts, and was deeply convinced 
that Catholicism and secular society could work together to build a better society. A journalist by 
profession, Sassoli's entry into politics coincided with his candidacy in the 2009 European elections, 
as leader in the Central Italy constituency.  

Sassoli served for three consecutive mandates in the European Parliament. On 1 July 2014, he was 
elected vice-president with responsibility for Mediterranean policy, budget and buildings. He was 
reconfirmed as vice-president in January 2017. Sassoli's commitment to the European project and 
ceaseless defence of democratic values shone on several occasions during his terms of office in the 
Parliament. He stood up repeatedly in defence of both EU citizens and non-EU citizens being denied 
human rights by authoritarian regimes. He worked to make citizens' voices heard, particularly those 
of the weakest. He fought to strengthen the EU's social dimension and denounced Europe's 
reluctance to assume its political duties towards developing countries on vaccines. Sassoli invited 
his fellow European citizens to welcome those fleeing war and hunger, who look at Europe as a land 
of hope. In 2020, when Europe faced the most severe wave of COVID-19, Sassoli fought for 
Parliament to remain active during the pandemic's most critical months. 

David Maria Sassoli passed away in office on 11 January 2022, aged 65. His death in January 2022 
spurred emotional reactions from his colleagues in the European Parliament, EU political leaders 
and civil society, with many EU leaders paying their respects and praising his vision of Europe. 

The European Parliament will pay tribute to Sassoli in January 2023, one year after his death. 
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Early life and career (1956-2009) 
David Maria Sassoli was born in Florence, in Italy's Tuscany region, on 30 May 1956, and moved with 
his family to Rome in early childhood. He was reportedly named after Brother David Maria Turoldo, 
a member of the order of the Servants of Mary.2 After completing classical studies at the Liceo 
Ginnasio Statate 'Virgilio', Sassoli studied political science at the Sapienza University of Rome. In the 
early 1980s, Sassoli joined a group of political reflection (la Lega Democratica) founded in 1975 and 
led by Pietro Scoppola, Achille Ardigò, Paolo Prodi and Roberto Ruffilli. After graduating from 
university, Sassoli began his career as a journalist, working for several Italian newspapers and press 
agencies. He began working for Il Tempo in Rome 
before moving to Asca press agency. In 1985, he 
moved to Il Giorno newspaper, where he remained 
for seven years, reporting on major political events 
in Italy and Europe. During this period, he witnessed 
the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, among other 
events. On 3 July 1986, he entered the order of 
professional journalists of the Lazio region (Ordine 
dei giornalisti del Lazio).  

In 1992, Sassoli moved from print media to 
television, working as a correspondent for TG3 
while at the same time collaborating with other 
television channels. For instance, in 1996, Sassoli 
hosted the 'Chronicle in direct' afternoon 
programme on RAI 2. In 1997, he won the Ischia 
International Journalism Award (Premio Ischia Internazionale di Giornalismo). In 1999, he became 
special correspondent for TG1 and anchor for the main edition of the TG1 news programme. In 2004, 
he rose to become president of the Rome Press Association, and in 2007, he was appointed deputy 
director of TG1, Special TG1 and TV7. In 2002, Sassoli co-founded the Article 21 Association in 
defence of the freedom of the press. The association derives its name from Article 21 of the Italian 
Constitution, which enshrines the freedom of expression and freedom of the press in Italy's 
constitutional order. 

A political leader in the making 
According to Article 21 of the Italian Constitution, 'everyone has the right to freely express their thoughts 
in speech, writing and any other means of dissemination. The press may be subject to authorisation or 
censorship. Seizure may be carried out only on the basis of a reasoned document of the judicial 
authority … in the case of crimes, for which the law on the press expressly authorises it, or in the case of 
violation of the rules that the law itself prescribes for the indication of those responsible'. 

Sassoli was an active member of numerous associations including the Scouts and Catholic youth 
movements, deeply convinced that Catholicism and secular society can work together to build a 
better society. Sassoli reportedly started building his own vision of politics already as a young man, 
participating actively in the Scouts and collaborating with the White Rose association (la Rosa 
Bianca), which brought together several catholic associations. During his early life, he met 
Giorgio La Pira who was to have a profound influence on Sassoli's thinking and vision of politics as 
a tool at the service of the human being (see box). Sassoli said that he learned from La Pira that 
'unity, dialogue, law and method' were key to building the European project. According to 
Sassoli's vision, in peace, one can argue but still find space to keep the dialogue open. The law is 
necessary because 'it is the construction of European law, with its roots in Roman law, that protects 
the freedom of individuals'. Finally, unity is a necessary condition among the Member States 
because 'without the European space, no country would be able to tackle its own problems alone'. 
While Europe's recent history was rooted in nationalism and conflicts, Sassoli was working on a 

Sassoli at the fall of the Berlin Wall, 1989 

 

Source: Twitter post by David Sassoli, 
10 October 2021. 

https://www.sanfrancescopatronoditalia.it/notizie/attualita/l%E2%80%99eredit%C3%A0-lapiriana-nella-visione-europea-di-sassoli-52710
https://www.famigliacristiana.it/articolo/chi-era-padre-david-maria-turoldo-la-sua-vicenda-umana-e-religiosa-in-12-domande-e-12-risposte.aspx
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Servi_di_Maria
https://www.uniroma1.it/en/pagina-strutturale/home
https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/pietro-scoppola_%28Dizionario-Biografico%29/
https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/achille-ardigo_(Dizionario-Biografico)/
https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/paolo-prodi/
https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/roberto-ruffilli_%28Dizionario-Biografico%29/
https://www.iltempo.it/
https://www.askanews.it/
https://www.ilgiorno.it/
https://odg.roma.it/giornalismo-in-lutto-e-scomparso-david-sassoli/
http://www.premioischia.it/ischia-oggi/addio-a-david-sassoli
https://stamparomana.it/2022/01/11/addio-a-david-sassoli/
https://www.partitodemocratico.it/profile/david-sassoli/
https://www.articolo21.org/2022/05/una-panchina-bianca-dedicata-a-david-sassoli/
https://www.senato.it/leg18/1025?sezione=120&articolo_numero_articolo=21
https://www.socialistsanddemocrats.eu/sites/default/files/2019-07/Bio%20Sassoli.pdf
https://www.rainews.it/photogallery/2022/01/david-sassoli-una-vita-piena-di-sfide-e-successi-tra-giornalismo-e-politica-ccfacf54-674f-469a-88fd-3665aa8a0fb1.html
http://www.rosabianca.org/?p=4067
http://www.rosabianca.org/?p=4067
https://www.famigliacristiana.it/articolo/sassoli-quell-idea-di-europa-radicata-nel-chiostro-dei-folli-di-dio.aspx
https://giorgiolapira.org/
https://www.famigliacristiana.it/articolo/sassoli-quell-idea-di-europa-radicata-nel-chiostro-dei-folli-di-dio.aspx
https://twitter.com/davidsassoli/status/1447065213312847875?lang=en
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political project, a 'complex of social, legal 
and cultural values centred on the 
person' and on the value of community.  

In Sassoli's vision, the European project 
was based on the values of anti-fascism, 
and resistance. It builds on the ideals set 
in the Ventotene Manifesto by Altiero 
Spinelli, Ernesto Rossi, Eugenio Colorni 
and Ursula Hirschmann, the 1948 Message 
to Europeans by Denis de Rougemont, and 
the political and cultural legacies of 
Robert Schuman, Alcide De Gasperi and 
Konrad Adenauer.  

The Ventotene Manifesto was written in 1941 on the island where its authors where interned, in an 
extremely challenging period for Europe: the continent was shaken by war, geopolitical instability, and 
various nationalisms and populisms. Nevertheless, Spinelli had a vision in which 'a free and united Europe  
is the necessary premise to the strengthening of modern civilisation as regards which the totalitarian era 
is only a temporary setback'. According to Sassoli's vision, the European project can ensure prosperity 
and a democratic future to all European citizens; it is the idea of a Europe understood as a 'common 
destiny', united in the sign of peace, diversity and reconciliation between peoples'. 3 

He highlighted those values on several occasions. In his acceptance speech, on taking office as 
Parliament's President, he said, we built our common destiny 'on the blood of the British youths 
killed on the beaches of Normandy, on the desire for freedom of Sophie and Hans Scholl, on the 
desire of justice of the heroes in the Warsaw Ghetto, on the … suppressed Springs in our eastern 
countries'. 

European Parliament beginnings (2009-2019) 
As well as being a successful and appreciated journalist, David Sassoli was driven by a strong 
political passion. His entry into politics coincided with the foundation of the Democratic Party 
(Partito Democratico) in Italy and his subsequent candidacy in the 2009 European elections, as leader 
in the Central Italy constituency. Sassoli strongly believed that the Democratic Party – established 
in 2007 with the merger of different centre-left parties and lay and catholic-inspired movements – 
was the right home for his political views. With 405 967 preferential votes,4 he was the first candidate 
elected in the constituency and among those with the most votes in Italy. Also thanks to the election 
results, he became head of the Democratic Party delegation which then joined the Group of the 
Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats (S&D Group), the new centre-left group in the 
European Parliament.  

In a 2009 interview, he made it known that he intended to devote the rest of his life to politics. 
During Parliament's seventh term (2009 to 2014), he was a member of the Transport and Tourism 
Committee and rapporteur for the proposal on the single European sky. He was also a member of 
the EU-Israel inter-parliamentary delegation. On 9 October 2012, Sassoli announced his candidacy 
in the primaries as the centre-left's candidate for mayor of Rome in the 2013 municipal election. He 
ended up in second place, with 28 % of the votes, behind Senator Ignazio Marino, who got 55 % of 
the votes, and ahead of the current EU Commissioner for Economy, Paolo Gentiloni. Marino was later 
elected mayor, defeating the right-wing incumbent, Gianni Alemanno. 

In 2013, together with Francesco Saverio Garofani, he published the book ll potere fragile. I consigli 
dei Ministri durante il sequestro Moro, a historical and journalistic reconstruction of the 1978 
kidnapping and murder of Italian statesman Aldo Moro. In 2014, Sassoli ran again for European 
elections in the Central Italy constituency and obtained 206 557 preferential votes (around 60 000 
in Rome alone). On 1 July 2014, he was elected, by 393 votes (with the second most votes of the 

Giorgio La Pira 

Giorgio La Pira was a Roman Catholic politician, an 
advocate for peace and social justice and author of 
numerous publications including 'The expectation of 
poor people' (L'attesa della povera gente, 1951). Sassoli 
offered the first edition of this booklet to Pope Francis 
when they met in 2021. La Pira served as the Mayor of 
Florence and as deputy leader of the Christian 
Democrats, and actively participated in the assembly that 
drafted the Italian Constitution after World War II. 

Source: Fondazione La Pira. 

https://www.federalists.eu/uef/library/books/the-ventotene-manifesto/
https://www.cvce.eu/en/obj/message_to_europeans_the_hague_10_may_1948-en-b14649e7-c8b1-46a9-a9a1-cdad800bccc8.html
https://www.cvce.eu/en/obj/message_to_europeans_the_hague_10_may_1948-en-b14649e7-c8b1-46a9-a9a1-cdad800bccc8.html
https://www.fondationderougemont.org/biographie/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/resources/library/media/20190703RES56112/20190703RES56112.pdf
https://www.partitodemocratico.it/
https://elezionistorico.interno.gov.it/index.php?tpel=E&dtel=07/06/2009&tpa=Y&tpe=I&lev0=0&levsut0=0&levsut1=1&es0=S&es1=N&ms=S&ne1=3&lev1=3
https://www.socialistsanddemocrats.eu/
https://web.archive.org/web/20190831175106/https:/www.polisblog.it/post/4515/sassoli-pd-a-polisblog-dedichero-alla-politica-il-resto-della-mia-vita
https://www.socialistsanddemocrats.eu/sites/default/files/2019-07/Bio%20Sassoli.pdf
https://transport.ec.europa.eu/transport-modes/air/single-european-sky_en
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/delegations/en/d-il/home
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/commissioners/2019-2024/gentiloni_en
https://www.repubblica.it/static/speciale/2013/elezioni/comunali/roma.html
https://www.ibs.it/potere-fragile-consigli-dei-ministri-ebook-saverio-garofani-david-sassoli/e/9788860444127
https://elezionistorico.interno.gov.it/index.php?tpel=E&dtel=25/05/2014&tpa=Y&tpe=I&lev0=0&levsut0=0&levsut1=1&es0=S&es1=N&ms=S&ne1=3&lev1=3
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/malta/en/news-events/archives/news_2014/news_jul/14vp.html
https://giorgiolapira.org/lista-dei-titoli/
https://twitter.com/davidsassoli/status/1408786292016664576
https://giorgiolapira.org/la-vita/
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candidates from the S&D group), Vice-President of the European Parliament with responsibility for 
Mediterranean policy, budget and buildings, a position in which he was reconfirmed in January 
2017 with 377 votes. Considered a facilitator, a man capable of manoeuvring without making waves 
to achieve consensus, he steered one of the EU's most important transport reforms (the fourth 
railway package) to successful conclusion – after three years of complex negotiations on the 
opening up of national passenger transport markets to competition (the reform mainly aimed at 
opening up the high-speed market).  

As Vice-President responsible for Mediterranean policy, he represented the European Parliament 
officially on several occasions, developing and intensifying dialogue with the institutions of the 
Mediterranean countries and the Middle East. In 2018, at the end of intense negotiations on 
choosing the location of the secretariat for the Euro-Mediterranean Assembly, he led the process of 
establishing its permanent seat in Rome. Under his responsibility for Mediterranean policy, he also 
took part in the EU election observation mission to Lebanon in 2018 and followed developments in 
the region closely, in particular after the outbreak of the 'Arab Spring' protests of 2010-2012. During 
his mandate, he always tried to encourage paths of peace and cooperation and further enhance the 
instrument of parliamentary diplomacy by promoting a continuous dialogue with various 
institutions and political leaders of southern Mediterranean countries. On budgetary matters, 
Sassoli stood for a more efficient European Parliament, open to citizens, by promoting transparency 
and traceability of expenditure and more effective reporting on Members' activities and the 
procurement of Parliament's services.  

He was a member of the EU–Serbia Stabilisation and Association Parliamentary Committee (SAPC) 
and formed part of a European Parliament cross-party intergroup on extreme poverty and human 
rights (intergroups are unofficial groupings of MEPs with an interest in a particular topic). In addition 
to his official assignments, from 2016 he was president of the EU–Albania friendship group, which 
worked to increase support for Albania's advancement on its path to EU integration, thus enabling 
the forging of stronger ties and constructive dialogue within the Parliament. One of his most 
significant speeches as Vice-President came in 2018, on the occasion of the 74th anniversary of the 
Nazi massacre of Sant'Anna di Stazzema in Italy. In his address, Sassoli stressed that what happened 
'continues to teach us a lot and to remind us not to consider the great conquests obtained as a good 
received once for all. […] Europe is the horizon of life for our countries. Alone and divided we 
would be marginalised'. 

In January 2019, Sassoli wrote to the Parliament's then President, Antonio Tajani, asking him to open 
the doors of the institution to welcome the homeless: 'At night we need to open the European 
Parliament to the homeless because it is painful to see so many people seeking shelter from the 
intense cold in the corners of the building that houses us in Brussels.' His request to open the 
European Parliament's doors did not remain empty words but turned into concrete action just 
months later with the onset of the coronavirus pandemic. 

President of the European Parliament (2019-2022) 
In 2019, Sassoli ran yet again for European elections as the Democratic Party's candidate in the 
Central Italy constituency, and obtained 128 533 votes. On 2 July 2019, the S&D Group proposed 
him as the new president of the European Parliament and, on the following day, he was elected 
president by 345 votes in favour out of 667 valid votes in the second round, succeeding his 
compatriot Antonio Tajani. Sassoli was the seventh Italian to hold the office, and the second since 
the first direct elections to the European Parliament in 1979.  

In his acceptance speech, Sassoli strongly highlighted the importance of relaunching the integration 
process and of European common values: 'The defence and promotion of our founding values of 
freedom, dignity and solidarity must be pursued every day inside and outside the EU.' Facing 
multiple epochal challenges such as migration, climate change and unemployment, to name just a 
few, he invited his MEP colleagues to find the courage to combine 'great wisdom and audacity'. 

https://www.eunews.it/2017/01/18/david-sassoli-rieletto-vicepresidente-successo-candidati-sd-al-lavoro-per-cambiare-leuropa/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document/EPRS_IDA(2016)579088
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document/EPRS_IDA(2016)579088
https://www.ansamed.info/ansamed/en/news/nations/italy/2018/07/13/rome-chosen-as-seat-of-euro-med-assembly-secretariat_1915c82d-78f2-41e3-9bd7-69b0ba27ee6c.html
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/212516/2018-05_Lebanon-EP-Report_parliamentary-elections.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/delegations/en/d-rs/home
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/pdf/intergroupes/VIII_LEG_10_Extreme_poverty_and_human_rights.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/about-parliament/en/organisation-and-rules/organisation/intergroups
https://www.ansa.it/nuova_europa/en/news/sections/politics/2016/10/17/albania-eu-friendship-group-in-the-european-parliament_89d6e60f-c93f-461a-ad7e-c5b11240a8e2.html
https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/sant-anna-di-stazzema-eccidio-di_%28Dizionario-di-Storia%29/
http://www.santannadistazzema.org/news.asp?idn=1564
https://www.agensir.it/quotidiano/2019/1/25/emergenza-freddo-sassoli-vicepresidente-europarlamento-accolga-di-notte-i-senzatetto-di-bruxelles/
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/package/david-sassoli-newly-elected-president-of-the-european-parliament_12704
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20190627IPR55410/david-sassoli-elected-president-of-the-european-parliament
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/resources/library/media/20190703RES56112/20190703RES56112.pdf
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Sassoli's speech was clearly anti-sovereign. 'In recent months, too many have bet on the decline of this 
project, fuelling divisions and conflicts that we thought were a sad reminder of our history.' In his first 
Strasbourg plenary session, he also emphasised the need to protect democracy and freedom: 

Let us repeat it so that it becomes clear to all that in Europe no government can kill, that the value 
of the person and their dignity are our way of measuring our policies … that in our country no 
one can muzzle the mouth of the opponents, that our governments and the European institutions 
that represent them are the fruit of democracy and free elections … that no one can be condemned 
for their religious, political, philosophical beliefs … that in our countries, girls and boys can travel, 
study, love without constraints. 

David Sassoli's words and actions were imbued by grace, kindness and empathy – not to be 
confused with submissiveness: the President of the European Parliament led his battles to the end, 
without derogating from his principles. Although his demeanour was calm and his words were 
measured, his ideas always remained very clear. He 
was a mild-mannered politician but one capable of 
warming people's hearts – thanks to his 'ability to 
combine idealism and mediation', as then Italian 
prime minister Mario Draghi acknowledged After 
his death. 

As President of the European Parliament, Sassoli 
always worked to make citizens' voices heard, 
particularly those of the weakest. He fought to 
strengthen the EU's social dimension. He devoted 
constant attention to young people, children and 
students, for instance in fighting to abolish the 
practice of unpaid internships in MEPs' offices. He 
repeatedly stood up in defence of both EU citizens 
and non-EU citizens being denied human rights by 
authoritarian regimes, and condemned 
unacceptable attitudes towards those fleeing war and hunger who look at Europe as a land of 
hope. 'The Union cannot become a fortress against poor people fleeing war, hunger or infamous 
regimes', he said in a 2021 newspaper interview. In August 2019, attempting to find a solution for 
the Spanish vessel Open Arms, which had been refused access to disembark migrants rescued at sea, 
Sassoli wrote to the then President of the European Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker. Regretting 
that EU governments had instrumentalised the lives of poor migrants rescued at sea, he pleaded for 
an EU solution based on a common sense of duty: 'If the Union were to show indifference, it would 
be like adding suffering to suffering, and I am sure that this is not the mood of the guardians of the 
European Treaties.' 

In his opinion, protecting EU borders, in particular when they are threatened by authoritarian 
regimes, is a duty towards EU citizens; however, building walls against desperate people would 
mean denying European values and losing our humanity. In Sassoli's words, it was necessary 'to 
move beyond the Dublin system, for genuine cooperation between Member States based on a 
permanent mechanism of solidarity and responsibility-sharing. We must ensure that frontline 
Member States are not left alone while migrants and asylum-seekers in the EU receive dignified 
treatment and humane living conditions throughout the asylum procedure'.5 It is also for this reason 
that he went to the border between Lithuania and Belarus, and that between Greece and Turkey, on 
the Evros River, to demand immediate solutions and witness first-hand the terrible conditions of the 
men, women and children stranded there. 

In his speeches, Sassoli often recalled the importance of preserving historical memory. 
'Remembering is therefore a duty so that what has happened cannot happen again', he said in 2021, 
when the European Parliament observed the International Holocaust Commemoration Day. He 
added: 

Opening of the 30th anniversary of the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
20 November 2019 

 

Source: European Parliament. 

https://www.lastampa.it/politica/2022/01/11/news/sassoli_il_ricordo_di_draghi_protagonista_in_europa_ha_difeso_i_piu_deboli_ora_tocca_a_noi_continuare_a_farlo_-2825934/
https://www.ansa.it/sito/notizie/postit/Parlamento_europeo/2019/11/29/sassoli-dobbiamo-rafforzare-il-modello-sociale-europeo-_e0761015-3962-451d-acb4-d1420108a5d1.html
https://www.eunews.it/2020/10/07/stage-non-pagati-sassoli-attacca-basta-alle-zone-sfruttamento-nel-mondo-lavoro/
https://www.repubblica.it/esteri/2021/10/08/news/david_sassoli_presidente_parlamento_ue_muro_antimigranti-321432700/
https://www.france24.com/en/20190817-italy-migrant-rescue-ship-open-arms-lampedusa-salvini-un-mediterranean
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/italy/it/succede-al-pe/sassoli-a-juncker-sull-emergenza-open-arms
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/former_ep_presidents/president-sassoli/en/newsroom/european-parliament-president-on-international-holocaust-commemoration-day.html
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/photo/p_20191120_EP-095725A_DLL_477
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But we must also remember that those who experienced that horror have left democratic and 
European institutions in our custody. The construction of Europe is not only an extraordinary political 
response to the horrors of National Socialism but it has also been one of the fundamental engines of 
the process of integration between democratic countries. […] This is why all of us Europeans must 
share responsibility for that custody: the custody of democracy and Europe. 

Sassoli was also attentive to environmental problems, concerned about inequalities, and 
supportive of the need to expand EU membership by authorising the accession of Albania and North 
Macedonia. Moreover, he was a staunch defender of human rights – so much so that in 2021, he 
was banned from entering Russia because of the European Parliament's commitment in this regard. 
He upheld stoically the freedom of the press, an imperative principle he intended to enhance with 
the launch of a prize for investigative journalism dedicated to Daphne Caruana Galizia. After finding 
himself on both sides of the fence, as journalist and politician, he was convinced that free and 
independent journalism was one of the 'mechanisms that allow us to control those in power'. As 
President of the European Parliament, he demonstrated with facts that another Europe is possible, 
that 'an economy without morals, development without justice, growth at the expense of future 
generations' is no longer acceptable.6 From the beginning of his mandate, he worked towards 
achieving this aim, with great idealistic enthusiasm and, at the same time, sincere and authentic 
pragmatism. 

During the coronavirus pandemic – while everything was closing down and the whole continent 
going into lockdown, while international travel and flights stopped and the lights in many 
institutions went out, Sassoli made a courageous and far-sighted decision. He chose to keep the 
European Parliament open and working, turning the institution into a protagonist at a crucial 
moment, when the most natural thing would have been to go the other way. He underlined that 
democracy cannot be suspended, especially in the midst of such a dramatic crisis. Opening the 
March I 2020 plenary session, he said: 

We must do everything, for as long as it is possible, to ensure the continuity of the [European 
Parliament's] legislative and budgetary function, the decisions to fight the COVID-19, to support the 
work and the economy that have been hit hard. We also need to continue our work on the Green 
Deal, immigration and the Multiannual Financial Framework. All this requires us to stay in our 
place. […] We must honour the parliamentary mandate and pay tribute to all those in Europe and 
around the world who are carrying out their daily duties to contain the spread of the disease.  

On Sassoli's watch, the European Parliament innovated by continuing to function remotely thanks 
to the application of new technologies. It was a first in history and a conscious and necessary choice, 
to continue making the voices of millions of citizens heard within the European institutions. 
Parliament remained open and became the main actor in decisions that led to the launch of the 
Next Generation EU recovery plan and a Europe of solidarity. These measures were not only the 
European response to the pandemic and the effects it produced but also 'an opportunity to create 
new models capable of reconciling development and sustainability', sustainable development 
being 'not only an essential condition for the planet and humanity but also a duty towards future 
generations'. 

Moreover, in April 2020, in the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, returning to his earlier 
suggestion to use Parliament's facilities for citizens in need, Sassoli decided to host homeless 
vulnerable women affected by the COVID crisis in one of the Parliament's buildings in Brussels. This 
was but one of the humanitarian actions resulting from President Sassoli's personal initiative, 
offering the local authorities in Brussels, Luxembourg and Strasbourg the European Parliament's 
support in helping those in need; Parliament drivers also gave lifts to medical staff, and the 
Parliament canteen provided meals for several charities.  

As President Sassoli often liked to repeat, 'we must understand that ecological progress and social 
progress must go hand in hand and feed each other'. 7 Today, everything is connected, and 
sustainability therefore represents the synthesis of our actions but also the paradigm with which we 

https://www.ansa.it/europa/notizie/europarlamento/news/2021/12/01/sassoli-supporto-a-ingresso-dei-balcani-occidentali-in-ue-_295230de-c076-439a-91f6-5027a3134ec5.html
https://www.politico.eu/article/russias-travel-ban-against-david-sassoli-raises-eyebrows/
https://daphnejournalismprize.eu/
https://www.ansa.it/europa/notizie/rubriche/speciali_elezioni2014/2020/03/26/plenaria-straordinaria-parlamento-ue.-sassoli-non-si-puo-sospendere-la-democrazia_fd9f3fb8-22b2-40e6-9814-c8829425bf0b.html
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20200305IPR74180/opening-march-i-plenary-session
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document/EPRS_ATA(2020)649348
https://www.famigliacristiana.it/articolo/l-europa-fraterna-e-solidale-un-articolo-di-davis-sassoli-su-vita-pastorale.aspx
https://www.slowfoodvalliorobiche.it/lo-svilpuupo-sostenibile-un-dovere-verso-generazioni-future-ecco-terra-madre-salone-del-gusto/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/economy-jobs/news/eu-parliament-becomes-shelter-for-vulnerable-women-during-covid-19-crisis/
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define the themes of economic development. The challenge was – and continues to be today – to 
address 'the social dimension of this transition, a process that presupposes an effective use of 
renewable energies, greater investments in circular economy projects, sustainable agriculture and 
concrete management of terrestrial ecosystems'.  

During this period so full of challenges, he also never denied respect for fundamental rights and 
the rule of law. As he said during his speech to the European Council in October 2021: 'We must be 
crystal clear that while our unity is indeed bolstered by our diversity, there is one aspect of our 
European pact that is not negotiable: our values of democracy, freedom and the rule of law.' In this 
regard, 'we have together adopted an EU law that creates a close link between the protection of the 
EU budget and the respect of the rule of law'.  

As Enrico Letta, a former prime minister of Italy, noted in his appreciation to Sassoli, those words 
and the sentiment they expressed shaped Sassoli's mandate, during which he raised his 
authoritative voice repeatedly in defence of EU citizens who risked having their democratic rights 
denied or limited – by illiberal reforms or authoritarian drifts in both EU and non-EU countries. As 
Letta put it, Sassoli 'was very clear that Europe's strength is realised in its ability to develop an 
institutional architecture centred on the values of democracy and solidarity, and therefore 
capable of reducing injustices and social inequalities'. 

Sassoli always felt it was necessary to encourage 'a Europe that discusses, that engages in politics, 
that reduces distances, that becomes "useful", that strengthens democracy and that finally makes 
citizens the protagonists of this great community'.8 

As a demonstration of his commitment to open and democratic dialogue, Sassoli firmly believed 
in the central role of the Conference on the Future of Europe, designed to bring citizens – particularly 
younger ones – closer to the European institutions. Listening to citizens and giving them a voice was 
always a priority for President Sassoli, and, with 
passion and determination, he collected their 
requests for greener, more sustainable EU policies 
geared towards an inclusive future. 

For him, the advancement of European integration 
was always the only horizon for which to aim, at the 
cost of changing the EU Treaties. A goal he pursued 
firmly but without losing his smile – such as when, in 
a press conference in November 2019, he explained 
his point of view on the right of veto granted to 
Member States by the current rules in many fields: 
'Not even a condominium can function with a system 
that requires unanimity.' Simple words, within 
everyone's reach, that reveal an iron will: that of 
leaving Europe a little better than it was; of acting as 
the protagonist, rather than an extra, in the 
institutions. He told younger people that the job of his generation was to lay the foundations for 
this continent to acquire an autonomous political stature, capable of responding to global 
challenges. Now that the path is marked, it is up to them to follow it. 

As he declared in his last speech to the European Council in December 2021, 'Europe needs a new 
project of hope. We therefore need reforms, such as overcoming the rules of the stability and 
growth pact. […] We need tools capable of protecting citizens, we need greater incisiveness in 
foreign policy, we need a European Union capable of making its voice heard and defining its 
strategic interests, so that it can carry out, together with the other partners, in a multilateral 
framework, a stabilisation, peace and development action.' Above all, as he used to repeat, it is 
necessary to relaunch the centrality of politics, understood 'as an essential dimension of civil 
coexistence'. 

With Oleg Sentsov, 2018 Sakharov Prize 
Laureate, 26 November 2019. 

 

Source: European Parliament.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkHy4CQnBms
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/former_ep_presidents/president-sassoli/en/newsroom/sassoli-to-euco-democracy-freedom-and-the-rule-of-law-are-not-up-for-negotiation.html
https://www.politico.eu/article/david-sassoli-european-parliament-mark-on-history/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document/EPRS_BRI(2019)644202
https://www.agensir.it/quotidiano/2019/11/12/eu-sassoli-parliament-on-future-of-europe-conference-reform-veto-right-and-engage-civil-society/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/former_ep_presidents/president-sassoli/it/newsroom/sassoli-alleuco-leuropa-ha-bisogno-di-un-nuovo-progetto-di-speranza.html
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/photo/p_20191126_EP-096130A_DLL_123
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Paying tribute to David Maria Sassoli 
In the aftermath of Sassoli's death, flags were flown at half-mast across Europe. Many tributes were 
paid to his memory by Italian and European institutional and political actors, as well as by civil society. 
On 17 January 2022, the European Parliament held a memorial ceremony for its late President 
David Maria Sassoli ahead of the plenary session in Strasbourg. Former Italian prime minister 
Enrico Letta gave the eulogy, paying tribute to President Sassoli with three words: 'the smile, the eyes, 
the word. … The smile – his; the eyes – those of others; the word – of those who have no voice'. Letta 
went on to say: 'David has always worked to make the voice of the citizens heard, especially those of 
the weakest. He did so when he fought to strengthen the social dimension of the Union.' He recalled 
Sassoli's ceaseless work in building the European project as one of peace, since democracy cannot be 
taken for granted: 'We must fight, defend it. Democracy is not a gift, but a goal that must be earned 
over and over again.' Letta stressed that democracy is challenged each day, and it is our role to 'firmly 
resist any authoritarian temptation. Against attempts to silence the press, to jeopardise the 
independence of the judiciary, and against discrimination against minorities'. European Council 
President Charles Michel, European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen, France's President 
Emmanuel Macron – on behalf of the French Presidency of the Council of the EU – as well as European 
Parliament political group leaders also took the floor to pay tribute to Sassoli's work and legacy. 

The main room of the Democratic Party headquarters ('il Nazareno'9) in Rome has been dedicated to 
Sassoli's memory, as were several other local venues of the Democratic Party in Italy (for instance in 
Foggia and Perugia). Other towns – including Matera, the European Capital of Culture in 2019 – paid 
tribute to Sassoli, who recognised the value of culture in the construction of Europe. 

In January, Italy's then Prime Minister, Mario Draghi, announced that the redeveloped Santo Stefano 
prison on Ventotene island would be named after David Sassoli. According to the project, the old 
prison will be renovated to host a cultural hub – the 'School of High Thoughts', a place in which to 
nurture and develop a new vision for Europe. Moreover, the European Treaties room in the 'Farnesina' 
building (the seat of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs), where the original copies of the 1957 
Treaties of Rome are kept, was named after David Sassoli. On 18 January, during her inaugural speech, 
the newly elected President of the European Parliament, Roberta Metsola, paid tribute to Sassoli, 
promising to 'honour David Sassoli as President by always, standing up for Europe. For our common 
values of democracy, dignity, justice, solidarity, equality, rule of law and fundamental rights'. On 
3 February, the President of the Italian Republic, Giorgio Mattarella, addressing the Italian Parliament 
on the day of taking the oath off office, recalled Sassoli as a 'gentle and courageous man, always open 
to dialogue and capable of representing democratic institutions at the highest levels, [who] has 
entered the hearts of our fellow citizens'. On 11 February, the rector of the College of Europe, 
Federica Mogherini, announced that the patron of the academic year (2022/2023) would be the late 
President David Maria Sassoli. On 30 March, in the presence of Sassoli's family, the European 
Parliament's President, Roberta Metsola, unveiled the official portrait of her predecessor in the gallery 
of presidents, on the third floor of the Paul-Henri Spaak building in Brussels. In the words of 
President Metsola, Sassoli – a champion of democracy who steered Parliament even under the most 
difficult circumstance – was able to '"rethink parliamentary democracy" and give this parliament a 
wider diplomatic and democratic perspective'. 

In April, the Bureau of the European Parliament agreed to introduce two initiatives named after the 
late President Sassoli, for the support of young journalists: a programme with a one-year working 
period in EU-based media outlets, and a new training session for young journalists. The latter will be 
shaped around two modules: one at national level, focusing on EU knowledge, and a second module, 
in either Brussels or in Strasbourg, to familiarise journalists with the European Parliament's work and 
functions.  

In May, MEPs debated the state of the EU with the then Italian Prime Minister, Mario Draghi, in 
Strasbourg. Draghi not only presented his vision for the future of Europe but also recalled Sassoli's 
tireless work during the pandemic, when the Parliament continued to meet, discuss and take 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20220114IPR21010/memorial-for-president-sassoli-your-fight-for-democracy-will-live-on
https://www.partitodemocratico.it/europa/intervento-di-letta-in-memoria-di-david-sassoli-al-parlamento-europeo/
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/speech_22_392
https://www.ilgiornale.it/video/politica/sala-principale-nazareno-intitolata-david-sassoli-ecco-2014282.html
https://www.matera-basilicata2019.it/it/news/2858-omaggio-a-david-sassoli.html
https://insideart.eu/2022/01/20/david-sassoli/
https://www.esteri.it/it/sala_stampa/archivionotizie/approfondimenti/2022/01/intitolazione-della-sala-dei-trattati-europei-della-farnesina-a-david-sassoli/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/resources/library/media/20220125RES21703/20220125RES21703.pdf
https://www.quirinale.it/elementi/62272
https://www.coleurope.eu/david-sassoli-patron-promotion-2022/2023
https://www.coleurope.eu/david-sassoli-patron-promotion-2022/2023
https://the-president.europarl.europa.eu/home/ep-newsroom/pageContent-area/actualites/portrait-of-late-president-sassoli-unveiled-at-european-parliament.html
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20220401IPR26540/parliament-to-support-journalists-with-programme-named-after-president-sassoli
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/video/v_I224260
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decisions: According to Draghi, that shows its institutional vitality and is a testament to David Sassoli's 
leadership. 'He never stopped working towards a new project of hope, as he called it in his last speech 
to the European Council, … for a Europe that innovates, protects and enlightens. And this vision of 
Europe is today more necessary than ever before.' That same month, on World Press Freedom Day, a 
municipality in Rome dedicated a white bench to David Maria Sassoli, in Viale del Campo Boario at St 
Paul's Gate (Porta San Paolo10), a symbol of the resistance during World War II. In September, a blue 
'European' bench – this time near the Sassoli's family home – was inagurated, to remember and 
celebrate Sassoli's work for the European project. Lastly, in July, the new Media Centre of the Tuscany 
Regional Council, a space available to the press and council groups for conferences and interviews, 
was named after David Sassoli.  

 
  

https://www.un.org/en/observances/press-freedom-day?gclid=Cj0KCQjw166aBhDEARIsAMEyZh4lSgYrt8Go_qLIVDXuYH4_KNldgNoqUrZigRhqeS8N9crGfQ0xqDUaAphxEALw_wcB
https://www.articolo21.org/2022/05/una-panchina-bianca-dedicata-a-david-sassoli/
https://www.agenziacult.it/newsletter-settimanale/roma-inaugurata-al-trionfale-la-panchina-europea-dedicata-a-david-sassoli/
https://www.ansa.it/sito/notizie/mondo/europa/2022/07/22/sassoli-consiglio-regione-toscana-gli-intitola-media-center_4288e7cf-b53f-4edd-b237-dc52c068f99a.html
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ENDNOTES
 

 

1 As in his July 2019 acceptance speech as President of the European Parliament: 'L'Unione Europea non é 
un incidente della storia … noi non diremmo mai che siamo figli o nipoti di un incidente della 
Storia … Non siamo un incidente della Storia.' 

2  In 1955, Brother Turoldo was assigned to the Santissima Annunziata convent in Florence, where he met 
with other personalities who had an influence on Sassoli's life, such as then mayor of Florence, 
Giorgio La Pira. 

3  See Censini N., Il pensiero politico di David Sassoli, Nuovi Lavori, 31 January 2022. 
4 'Preferential voting' means that a voter can rank the individual candidates on the ballot paper. 
5 Sassoli's speech to the high-level conference on migration and asylum, 14 June 2021. 
6  Sassoli's speech to the 'Catena Umana della Pace e della Fraternitá', 11 October 2020. 
7 Sassoli's speech during the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting in Davos, January 2020. 
8  Sassoli's preface to the book Cento Edgar Morin: 100 firme italiane per i 100 anni dell'umanista planetario, 

2021. 
9  The Democratic Party's headquarters is located in Largo del Nazareno in Rome. 
10 On 10 September 1943, in the battle of Porta San Paolo, Italian civilians and soldiers tried to oppose the 

German occupation following the armistice of 8 September.  
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